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For the European visitor, Australia is a land of both contrasts and familiarity. It offers
much that is unique, whilst also offering a welcoming and familiar environment.
I congratulate Bridge Magazine for producing this book to introduce a European
audience to Australia. I also congratulate the author, Beth Cooper, for capturing the
Australian experience in this book.
Australia is a big country. A visit needs planning to make the most of the
experience. I hope this book will help you prepare for one of the most memorable
journeys of your lifetime.
Ian K Forsyth
Australian Ambassador
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I came from the Dreamtime1
From the dusty red soil plains
I am the ancient heart
The keeper of the flame2
I stood upon the rocky shores
I watched the tall ships come
For 40,000 years I’ve been
The first Australian
From the song “I Am Australian”
(Australian songwriters Bruce
Woodley, Dobe Newton)

Foreword
Australia is the smallest, flattest, driest and most sparsely populated1 continent
on earth after Antarctica. Situated below Asia and bordered by the Pacific, Indian
and Southern Oceans, Australia is a land of big contrasts. Two thirds of Australia
is desert, yet it has one of the richest and most varied ecosystems to be found
anywhere. It also has the most extreme climate changes on the planet and can
swing from soaked to parched (from extremely wet to extremely dry) in a matter of
months. The climate ranges from tropical in the north to sub-Alpine in the south.
Australia was isolated for at least 55 million years and so it created a sanctuary2 for
plants and wildlife with many species not found anywhere else on earth.
Let’s set off on a journey to explore the dream down under – a world of
mysterious rocks and deserts, endless oceans and exotic flora and fauna.
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‘We cultivated our land, but in a way different from the white man. We endeavoured to live
with the land, they live off it. I was taught to preserve, never to destroy.’
(Aborigine: Tom Dystra)
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Part One: HOW IT STARTED
The Aboriginals
The Indigenous1 cultures of Australia have the oldest living cultural history in the
world. For more than 60,000 years before European navigators2 visited the shores
of the Great South Land, Aborigines3 occupied Australia. They spoke 500 different
languages, were totally integrated with their surroundings and enjoyed a rich
culture. They had complete knowledge and understanding of the natural resources
around them and the animals they hunted, which they used as food, medicine and
as part of their cultural beliefs.
Before European discovery, Aboriginals were relatively free from disease4
as they benefited from a healthy diet, exercise, little stress, a supportive society
and isolation. Unfortunately, early European settlers brought with them many
new diseases that the Aboriginals had no natural resistance to and no remedies5
against. One of these was a horrific disease called smallpox6. It swept through
Aboriginal Australia and was alone responsible for reducing their population
by 50%. Nevertheless, the Aborigines have survived and some Indigenous
communities still manage to keep their rich cultural heritage alive by storytelling
known as ‘The Dreaming’.
Stories from The Dreaming are told through music, song, dance and art. They
tell how the world was created by the ‘ancestor spirits’7 who came to earth in human
form and moved through the land creating the animals, plants and rocks and the
relationships between people and the land. When the ancestor spirits had finished
creating the world they then
turned into trees, rocks, the
stars, watering holes8 and other
objects. Aborigines believe that
the spirits are still living today
in these places. The land is not
just soil, rocks or minerals, but
a meaningful environment that
sustains9 the people and culture.

Australian art, closely connected with
the spiritual life of its creators, is by
many specialists considered the oldest
in the world. It is thought to be at
least 35,000 years old.
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Part Two: AUSTRALIAN DREAMLAND
‘Wandjina’ is the name of the Aboriginal gods that made the Earth and Sea and
everything. The Wandjina control the rains and pattern1 the seasons. According to
Aboriginal legend, after the Wandjina made everything on earth each of them turned
into a rock face image. There the Wandjina spirits continue to live.

1. ROCK DREAM
Uluru or Ayers Rock

There were once two tribes of spirits who were invited to a feast. However, they were
distracted by the beautiful Sleepy Lizard Women and did not show up. In response,
the angry hosts started a great battle which ended in the deaths of both tribal leaders.
The earth was so saddened1 by the bloodshed2 that it pushed upwards in grief and
thus became Uluru. It is said that the scarred3 and cracked rock-face of Uluru was
created by many wars between the serpent4 spirits of this region.
Uluru is listed as a World Heritage
Site and is approximately
470 kilometres from Alice Springs
in Australia’s ‘red heart’ centre.
It is the second largest monolith
(single upright block of stone) in
the world, standing 348 metres tall.
The rock is 3.6 kilometres long,
2.4 kilometres thick, 9.4 kilometres
in circumference5 and that’s only the
top third, the other two thirds of it
Depending on the time of day and atmospheric
is underground. The area has many
conditions, Uluru can dramatically change colour from
springs, waterholes, rock caves and
glowing red to blue to violet.
ancient paintings.
Across the face of Uluru is
a sacred6 Aboriginal dreaming track7. This is the reason why the local Anangu
people do not climb Uluru. They request that visitors respect the sacred status
of Uluru and not climb the rock. However, many tourists ignore the signs and
climb it anyway. Access to climb Uluru was made a condition of the Australian
Government before they would return the ownership to the Aboriginal people
– the traditional owners. Over the years there have been at least 36 deaths related
to climbing the rock. The Anangu people believe that if you die on the rock then
your spirit will remain there forever.
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The Aboriginal meaning of the Olgas is ‘many heads’.

Kata Tjuta or The Olgas
The great snake Wanambi is said to live on the summit of Mt Olga and only comes
down during the dry season into the gorge8 below. During the rainy season, Wanambi
stays curled up9 in a waterhole on the summit. It is said that the dark lines on
the eastern side of the rock are his beard. His breath is the wind which blows through
the gorge; when he gets angry it can be a hurricane!
Standing up to 546 metres high and covering an area of 35 kilometres are
a dramatic series of 36 domed10 rock formations. They are situated in the southern
part of the Northern Territory and not far from Uluru. Like Uluru, these rocks
produce an incredible light show at sunset with crimson11 turning to rusty orange
and pink to mauve12.

The Pinnacles

Torrents of wind over a dry barren land
Jagged13 columns piercing through stark14 yellow sand
(Beth Cooper)
About 245 kilometres from Perth
in Western Australia is an amazing
desert called the Pinnacles15.
Over this desert spreads a mass
of limestone pillars16 that formed
around 80,000 years ago by
seashells in sand dunes. There are
about 150,000 pillars of varying
sizes that point sharply to the sky
and look rather like something out
of a science fiction movie.

The material for the pillars of the Pinnacles came from
seashells which were broken down and carried inland by
the wind. Rain later cemented them into soft limestone.
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Aboriginal artifacts at least 6,000 years old have been found in the Pinnacles
Desert. Archaeologists say that around that time, these pillars were covered by
shifting17 sand dunes; they have only been exposed18 again in the last few hundred
years. This process can be seen in action today with winds uncovering pillars in the
north while covering pillars in the south. Over time, these limestone spires19 will
no doubt be covered again by other sand drifts20 and the cycle repeated – creating
weird and wonderful shapes over and over again.

Karlukarlu or the Devil’s
Marbles

In the Aboriginal creation story, the
Rainbow Serpent made the earth and
then returned to a spot in the Northern
Territory, where the rainbow meets
the earth. Here the Rainbow Serpent’s
eggs fossilized21 and became the Devil’s
Marbles22 or as the Aboriginal people know
them – ‘Karlukarlu’.
The Devil’s Marbles are a collection of
huge, round, red-coloured boulders23
balancing precariously24 on each other
and with some as large as 7 metres in
diameter25. They are made of granite
As the sun sinks, the iron minerals in the Marbles
from volcanic origin and eroded over
glow red hot as if on fire.
time into the form they are today.
In the harsh desert landscape these egg‑shaped boulders are weathered26 by
temperatures from sub-zero in the night to over 40 degrees during the day.

The Twelve Apostles

Cruising in a car along an endless winding road, I can see steep cliffs to my left
plunging relentlessly27 into a massive, roaring28 ocean. The vivid blue sky expands
before me as though it could go on forever while the powerful wind howls29 around
me. I feel so tiny and insignificant within this gigantic landscape.
Along The Great Ocean Road in Victoria runs 400 kilometres of rugged30 coastline
with spectacular eroded cliffs and rock formations such as ‘the Twelve Apostles’.
These limestone stacks31 were formed over thousands of years by the continual
pounding32 of the ocean. However, on the 5th of July 2005, a spectacular Australian
rock formation collapsed! A 45-metre pillar, that geologists said took 20 million
years to form, took just seconds to collapse into the Southern Ocean after witnesses
said a large crack appeared in its side. The powerful ocean along this coastline is
constantly wearing away33 the rock formations but just as some are disappearing,
some new ones are being formed. It is generally agreed that these brooding34
limestone stacks are among the most striking35 features of the Australian coastline.
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A number of the limestone stacks forming the Twelve Apostles have collapsed over the years, so
now there are only eight of them.

2. OCEAN DREAM
The Australian coastline is where three of the world’s great oceans meet: The
Pacific, Indian and Southern Oceans. The Australian Government has rights and
responsibilities for protected areas that cover 16 million square kilometres of
ocean. This is more than twice the area of the Australian continent.
Australia’s waters are home to more than 4000 species of fish including
166 species of shark. There are thousands more marine species, some of which
are unique to Australia and all of which contribute to making Australia the most
biodiversity‑rich developed country. Australia has more than 300 Marine Protected
Areas or Ocean National Parks and one excellent example is the Great Barrier Reef.

The Great Barrier Reef

Situated off the east coast of Australia is one of the wonders of the natural world.
It is the world’s largest coral reef1 ecosystem and was declared a World Heritage
Area in 1981. It extends for 2500 kilometres along virtually2 the entire coast of
Queensland. It abounds in3 wildlife, including green turtles, varieties of dolphins
and whales, more than 1500 fish species, 4000 types of mollusk and more than
200 species of birds.

Whales

Australia is a remarkable success story, turning from a whaling nation to a whale
watching nation. Australians are falling in love with whales. It’s a breathtaking4
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Clear turquoise waters and the reef’s kaleidoscope of colours are a magnet for tourists and
divers and a paradise for photographers and artists.

sight to see the ocean’s biggest creature at close range5 as it surges up6 through
the water and then plunges down7 again with such majestic power! In 2003,
around 2 million people went whale watching and the number continues to grow
every year.
Australia banned whaling8 25 years ago and since then Australians have
recognized that whales are worth more alive than dead. However, once the whales
leave the safe waters around the Australian coastal areas to migrate to Antarctica
they face the prospect of9 Japan’s annual
whale hunt in the Southern Ocean.

dolphins

Spotting dolphins is very popular too and in
places like Monkey Mia the dolphins swim
up to the beach to be hand-fed10 by tourists.
There are also special tours available where
you can ‘swim with the dolphins’.

penguins

Another event Australians and tourists love to
see is the ‘Penguin Parade’ on Phillip Island.
At sunset everyday, these cute11 little black
and white characters come in from the sea
and make their way in a straight line over the
sand to their nests. Everyone’s smiling as they
waddle12 from side to side, often falling over
on the way – a very funny sight!
Feeding dolphins at Monkey Mia
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3. ANIMAL DREAM
Marsupials

Marsupials are mammals that usually carry their young in their pouch1.
Following are just three from the extensive Australian marsupial population of
over 200 species.

The Platypus

The shy Platypus is a small mammal about
50cm long and only found in Eastern Australia.
It lives on river banks and in fresh water lakes.
The Platypus is renowned for2 its excellence in
the water as both a diver and swimmer. Whilst
swimming underwater it has its eyes shut and
uses the special sensors in the end of its duck‑like
bill3 to find shrimps and worms in the mud at
The Platypus can eat as much food as its
the bottom of the river. The male Platypus has
own weight in one night.
a sharp hollow spur4 on the inside of each back
5
leg which produces very toxic venom and is
used against predators and other males at mating time6. This venom can cause
excruciating7 pain in humans and is strong enough to kill a dog.

The Koala

Found only in south eastern Australia, the Koala
has been described as a ‘pouched bear’. However,
it is not a bear; it is a marsupial. Its thick fur, fluffy8
ears and broad nose give it a ‘cuddly’9 appearance
and make it very popular with people of all ages.
The name ‘Koala’ comes from the Aboriginal
saying that means ‘no drink’. The Koala obtains
enough moisture from the eucalyptus leaves of
the gum tree10 that it feeds on. These leaves are
high in fibre but very bitter and contain many
toxins harmful to most other life forms. When
the Koala has a baby or ‘joey’11, it is born blind,
hairless and less than 2cm long. For 6 months
the joey stays in the mother’s pouch drinking
milk. Destruction of habitat12 by humans is
their greatest threat along with wild dogs and
cars. On mainland Australia the Koala also faces
threat from a disease called Chlamydiosis which
is a virus that causes blindness, infertility13 and
pneumonia and can be fatal.

Koalas rest for almost twenty hours a day,
sleeping most of that time.
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The Red Kangaroo
There are nearly 60 species in
the Kangaroo family ranging
from very large to very small and
including even a Tree Kangaroo.
However, the largest species
is called the Red Kangaroo. It
dwells14 in the ‘Red Centre’ of
Australia’s desert regions.
The male Red Kangaroo
stands up to 2 metres tall
with a tail as long as 1 metre
and weighs between 65 and
Kangaroos can smell water 20 kilometres away.
90 kilograms. As the kangaroo’s
hind legs15 are very strong, it
can travel at speeds as fast as 65 kilometres per hour. The female gives birth to one
joey but can be the mother of several joeys of varying ages at the same time. The
Red Kangaroo can survive temperatures in excess of16 40 degrees. It concentrates its
urine to conserve water and so can tolerate severe dehydration.
When male kangaroos fight they look like they’re boxing. They usually stand
up on their hind legs and attempt to push their opponent off balance by jabbing17
him or locking forearms18. If the fight accelerates they will support their weight
with their tail and deliver powerful kicks.

Birds

The Australian bush is not a quiet place. At dawn as the sun is rising, the bush
comes alive with the calls and cries of hundreds of species of birds.

The Sulphur Crested Cockatoo

This cockatoo is a beautiful big white and
yellow bird of about 50cm in length. It’s
a great ‘show-off’19 and can live for over
100 years. It likes to form large groups which
can range in the hundreds. This bird loves to
chew on wood to exercise its beak. This can
result in the destruction of many structures
around homes and the stripping of trees
until they are bare20.
As a pet, they are wonderful and
social and can be trained to talk. They are
extremely intelligent and some have been
known to escape from any cage with any
lock if they want to. These birds are not
for timid21 people and need experienced
handling – otherwise your household may
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These cockatoos can be very loud and their
screech is piercing. If they decide to go
into ‘repeat mode’ you may find yourself
contemplating ‘cockatoo stew’!

be terrorized by a white and yellow bird that knows
exactly who is boss!

The Lyrebird

The Lyrebird’s name
comes from the
shape of the male tail
when he displays it,
as it looks like a lyre
The Australian Lyrebird is the world’s
– an ancient musical
best imitator. It is able to mimic the
instrument with strings.
calls of 15 different species of birds in
They are magnificent
their locality and string the calls into
mimickers of other birds
a melody. Also, it has been known to
and noises. Often in the
mimic mobile phones.
morning you may think
you are surrounded by a multitude of bird species, only
to find you have been fooled by a Lyrebird. Car noises,
chainsaws22, dogs and other noises are no problem for
this excellent imitator. The mimicry, though used in the
mating courtship process23, can be heard all year round.

Reptiles

Australia has a large range of reptiles living across the
continent. The most diverse groups are snakes and
lizards, some of them native to Australia.

Crocodiles

One of Australia’s ‘dangerous animals’, the crocodile is
found only in the most northerly regions of Australia.
This 200‑million‑year‑old carnivore24 can live from
70 to 100 years and the salt water variety can grow up
to 7 metres long. They have clear eyelids which enable
them to see under water.
Some tourists ignore the warning signs and put their
hands in the water and then a crocodile comes from
nowhere and bites it off! Others have been reported
swimming in crocodile infested waters25 and then never
seen again. Maybe it’s hard to believe but other tourists
have been known to camp very close to rivers where there
are crocodile warning signs. They then wonder what has
happened when a 4‑metre crocodile arrives uninvited and
rudely squeezes into their tent in the middle of the night!

Amazing Aussie
animal facts
Kangaroos and Emus1 cannot
walk backwards and they
are on the Australian Coat
of Arms for that reason. This
symbolizes that Australia is
a forward moving country.

The Box Jellyfish is

considered the world’s most
venomous marine creature.
It has killed more people
in Australia than Stonefish,
sharks and crocodiles all
together. Luckily, it is only
found in a small region off
Northern Queensland and not
all year round.

The Sydney Funnel-web
Spider is considered the

world’s most deadly2 spider.
It is the only spider that
has killed people in less
than two hours. The only
mammals without immunity
to the funnel-web’s venom are
humans and monkeys. These
spiders live underground and
are not seen very often.

Wombats deposit3 square

droppings on logs4 and rocks
to mark their territory.

The Fierce Snake or Inland
Taipan has the most toxic

venom of any snake. Maximum
yield5 recorded for one bite is
110mg. That would be enough
to kill over 100 people or
250,000 mice. Fortunately,
they only live in some Outback
regions and no human deaths
have been reported.
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Typical forest in the Franklin-Gordon Wild Rivers
National Park in Tasmania

4. FOREST DREAM
Australia’s forests have ancient origins and their distinctive ecology began about
135 million years ago. As the continent became drier, the original forests were
gradually replaced with tough-leafed eucalyptus and acacia forests and new species
of plants and animals unique to Australia evolved.

interesting facts about Australian forests

• Australia has over 700 species of eucalyptus. Most of these are only found in
Australia.
• The tallest hardwood tree in the world grew in Victoria and was measured at
132.6 metres in 1872. It is listed in the Guinness Book of World Records.
• The world’s oldest tree is a Tasmanian Huon Pine at over 10,500 years old!
The one hectare patch1 is made up of this single tree with a thick tangled2 root
system and branches. Over the centuries snow has gradually bent branches into
the soil where they have taken root and so the tree has expanded.
• East of the Rabbit Proof Fence (a 3,256 km fence constructed to keep rabbits out
of pasture lands), in the heart of Western Australia, lies an enormous wilderness
– 16 million hectares – known as the Great Western Woodlands. This woodland
area is a unique ecosystem in the world as it has never been touched by clearing3
or stock grazing4 and remains as it has been for millennia5.
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There are 10 deserts in Australia. The largest ones are: The Great Victorian Desert, The Great
Sandy Desert, The Tanami Desert, and The Simpson Desert.

5. DESERT DREAM
Many people when they hear the word ‘desert’ expect endless sand dunes or
barren1 stony plains without vegetation. These regions are called deserts due to
very little rain and not because they’re dead or boring.
Australia’s deserts may surprise you as they are full of vegetation and the
plants are well adapted to living with sporadic2 rains. When it does rain, the desert
explodes into life. Within days everything is frantically3 flowering and mating.
Fields of colourful wildflowers
and flowering shrubs4 of yellow,
white and mauve against the red
sands is simply stunning5!
In the deserts, you can also
find magnificent rocks, gorges
and coloured sands. The night
sky is awesome6 too as it expands
overhead like a huge carpet of
sparkling diamonds that can’t
be seen to advantage in the
over-lit7 cities. The deserts of
Australia are unique. People who
have seen them say that there’s
nothing like them anywhere else
on earth.
After the rain the desert turns out in a showcase of
wildflowers.
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Part Three:
AUSTRALIAN LIFESTYLE
1. Laid-back1 and loving it!
It’s hard not to live the good life in Australia. With fantastic weather and beautiful
surroundings it’s no wonder that Australians are easy-going and friendly. The pace
of life is less hectic than Europe and people have a ‘no worries’ attitude. Free time
is often spent outside at the beach, playing sport, having picnics and barbeques or
going for bush walks in the national parks and nature reserves.
You can eat well too with almost any cuisine in the world available and fresh
produce on offer all year-round. A great feature of the restaurant scene is ‘BYO,’
meaning ‘Bring Your Own’. If a restaurant says it’s BYO, you’re allowed to bring
your own alcohol which makes eating out much less expensive. Food, tourism and
festivals are flourishing2 as well as many ethnic celebrations.
Australians get great pleasure from the outdoor festivals which are held during
the summer months. People come by the thousands to sit outside in the warm
night air with their picnic baskets of food and wine to listen to excellent music free
of charge. Some of these events include free outdoor concerts like ‘Symphony,
Opera or Jazz in the Park’.
Many vineyards also have outdoor concerts like ‘Jazz in the Vineyards’, where
people enjoy the best wines and food while soaking up the sun3 and listening to
good music.
Another major event and a favourite for young people is the ‘Big Day Out’
held every year and presenting a range of the best local and international bands.
The festival began in 1992 in Sydney and featured Nirvana that year. It was
such a success that it has become an annual event. The Big Day Out has multiple
performance stages for different styles of music, a signing tent (where performers
can sign CDs), various food venues and merchandise4 for sale.

2. Beach culture
Crashing waves and windblown hair
Screeching gulls1, the taste of salt air
Burning feet on sun-baked sand
Ice cream melting in my hand
Bronzed Aussie bodies without a care
The Australian beach, I wish I was there!
(Beth Cooper)
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The Big Day Out is usually held in stadiums in several Australian cities. Many famous bands have
played at the festival, including Metallica, Red Hot Chilli Peppers and Nine Inch Nails.

Every weekend it’s the same routine, pack the picnic basket, collect colourful
towels, hats and the bright beach umbrella and then try to fit it all into the boot2 of
the car. Mum’s calling out ‘don’t forget the sun cream!’ and my brother’s trying to
shove3 the surfboard into the car again with little success. It’s looking like another
cramped4 and sweaty trip to the beach.
Eventually we’re there; the beach is magnificent with sparkling blue water
and golden sand that’s dotted with a rainbow of umbrellas. We race each other
to see who can get there first, but suddenly, burning feet! I forgot my thongs
again! Those plastic sandals are a must on this baking hot sand but without them
I have to hop along like a kangaroo doing a wild dance until I reach the water
and cool relief. Everyone is lying on their iridescent5 beach towels and absorbing
the sun to cultivate their Aussie tan6. Not me though! My mother has the hat out
already and is smothering me with sun cream7. Now I have to put a long-sleeved
shirt on to cover my very fair Irish skin so I won’t suffer another painful night of
sunburn or even worse, sunstroke8 (like my brother had last time; he was up all
night vomiting and in agony with his skin stinging as if thousands of ants were
biting him). Now, all around there are women showing off their trendy bikinis and
sun-tans while here I am looking like I should be on a holiday in Siberia.
I quickly busy myself hunting for shells and soon forget how freaky9 I look.
With my embarrassment forgotten, I can now enjoy watching my big brother
paddling out through the crashing surf on his surfboard to where the waves are
the biggest. To see him skimming10 along the surface of a wave with speed and
precision is always so exhilarating11 – I can watch him for hours!
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Surf Life‑saving Clubs
Australia has some of the most
wonderful beaches in the world
– 10,685 to be precise. There are
no privately owned beaches; all
are public and for everyone to
enjoy. All summer, there are Life
Savers patrolling12 the beaches
to help keep people safe and
checking the water to decide
where the safest place is to
swim. This place is then marked
by special flags and everyone
is encouraged to swim only
Australian boys training to become Life Savers
between these flags for safety.
People quickly discovered
that swimming in the waves at the beach, which is called ‘the surf’, can be very
dangerous as was the case on Sunday, February 6th, 1938, ‘Black Sunday’. On this
day, a series of freak waves hit Bondi Beach and hundreds of people were swept
out to sea. However, thanks to the brave surf life savers, 300 people were rescued.
Australia’s first official surf life‑saving club – the first in the world – was founded
at Bondi Beach in Sydney in 1906. Since this time Australia’s surf life savers have
saved more than 530,000 lives. There are 130,000 members from 305 clubs around
Australia. There was no need for life saving clubs before this time because it was
illegal to swim in the surf during daylight hours prior to13 1902.
Australia’s surf life savers engage in regular competitions and surf carnivals
to maintain their skill and fitness. The most famous competition is ‘Iron Man’
which combines the four disciplines of life saving into a single race. They include
swimming, board paddling, surf
ski paddling and running.
Many special events are
held on the beach such as New
Year’s Eve parties and Australia
Day celebrations. It has become
a tradition for international
visitors who are in Sydney at
Christmas time to go to Bondi
Beach where up to 40,000 people
visit on Christmas Day.

Surfing is extremely popular in Australia and many of the
best surfers come from there.
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3. Sport
Australia seems to be the sports
and outdoor capital of the world.
With almost all Australians
having a strong sporting interest
of some kind, and being so
dedicated to sport, it has been
humorously coined14 ‘The Aussie
national religion’.
In coastal areas it’s very
popular to go surfing, swimming,
boating, sailing, fishing, diving and
cycling to name a few. However,
Rugby League, Rugby Union and
Australia Rules football are among
the most popular spectator sports
with thousands of fans turning
up to matches every week during
winter. Cricket is equally popular
with the national team widely
regarded as the best in the world.
Other favourite sports are golf,
tennis, soccer and hockey and well,
A rugby match is played by two teams of 15 players.
pretty much everything.
Australia has more than
130 national sporting organizations and thousands of sporting clubs. Many
international competitions are held around the country every year. The Australian
climate and economy provide ideal conditions for Aussies to participate in sports as
well as watch them. This was well demonstrated with the 2000 Summer Olympic
Games that was held in Sydney and quoted as being ‘the best Olympic Games ever’ by
Juan Antonio Samaranch, the President of IOC Olympic Committee, at the Closing
Ceremony.
However, for the real thrill seeker15, there are always the adrenalin sports.
A few examples from the long list of available heart-stoppers are:
• Tandem Beach Dive – experience the rush of freefall from
over 4000 metres above the beach
• Action Rally Dirt Drive – drive a Turbo Rally
Championship Car through a dirt track and unleash the
speed demon with some serious airtime16. Finish off with
a professionally driven ‘hot lap’17 and hang on tight18!
• Jet Boat High Speed Thrill Ride – blast off in a jet boat
with massive sideways slides19 and incredible 270 degree
spins20
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Part Four:
STATES AND TERRITORIES
OF AUSTRALIA
1. The Australian Capital Territory
‘Nation’s Capital’

The Australian Capital Territory (ACT) is the smallest state in Australia and the
capital is Canberra. Situated slightly inland between Sydney and Melbourne,
Canberra is also the capital of Australia. The name Canberra comes from the
Aboriginal word ‘Kanbarra’ meaning ‘meeting place’. Canberra is where the
national government sits in Parliament House as does the highest court in
Australia. Another famous structure is the Aboriginal Tent Embassy in the grounds
of the original Parliament House. These unofficial tent‑like buildings were placed
here to symbolize Aboriginal efforts to make the government recognize its past
treatment of the Indigenous population1. Now, many people commemorate
this history with a ‘National Sorry Day’ held every year. This event includes
performances, speeches and apologies and helps to make Australians more aware
of the past and to bring the nation closer together.

2. NEW SOUTH WALES
‘The First State’

This is Australia’s oldest state and is situated on the East coast of Australia between
Victoria in the South and Queensland in the North.
Sydney is the capital and has five World Heritage Sites including the amazing
Sydney Opera House that looks somewhat like a white sailing ship and the Sydney
Harbour Bridge, affectionately known1 as the ‘coat hanger’2.
The state of New South
Wales (NSW) has the highest
mountain – Kosciuszko at
2228 metres. Good snowfalls3
are found in some regions with
popular ski resorts. There are also
the beautiful Blue Mountains,
endless sandy beaches, and red
rugged outback4 where top grade
opals are mined. There are also
the richest deposits of silver,
lead and zinc in the world. In
other parts of the state there are
historic wineries5 where you can
The Sydney Opera House was designed to look like sails in
go ‘wine-tasting’.
the wind.
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Melbourne, with the population of 3.4 million, is the second largest city in Australia (after Sydney). It
was the capital of Australia until the Parliament moved to Canberra in 1927. It is home to significant
cultural and sporting events, and to one of the most impressive crickets grounds in the world – the
famous MCG (Melbourne Cricket Ground). Since the 19th century, trams have operated in the city,
and today it has the second largest tram network in the world. The trams are a tourist attraction as
well, and there are even restaurant trams running through the city.

3. VICTORIA

‘The Garden State’
Victoria is located in the south eastern corner of Australia and its capital city is
Melbourne, which is renowned for being multicultural, with excellent food and
wine. For those who want a taste of the outdoors there are lots of possibilities like
the best rock climbing and abseiling1 in the Grampian Mountains.
The state of Victoria is famous for towering2 rainforests, ski resorts, golden
bays, ocean cliffs, rolling green hills and red sandy deserts. It is also famous
for its historical attractions such as the gold fields where the ‘gold rush’3 of the
1850’s began when large deposits of gold were found in the region. Many people
from different countries left their homes and rushed to Australia in search of
a fortune in gold.
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In the Daintree Rainforest, the oldest rainforest in the world, isolated remnants of the ancient
Gondwana1 forests can still be found.

4. QUEENSLAND

‘The Sunshine State’
Queensland is large and diverse and also includes tropical beaches, islands, lush2
rainforests and a vast outback region. Brisbane is the capital of this state and
Australia’s third largest and fastest growing city.
North in Queensland’s ‘wet tropics’ you can find the oldest rainforest in the
world – The Daintree Rainforest, 135 million years old. Here lives the Southern
Cassuary Bird, one of the most primitive and oldest species on earth. It is even
more endangered3 than the Panda in China.
Off the coast of Northern Queensland is the World Heritage Great Barrier
Reef which is the largest coral reef in the world. Queensland has the world’s
largest sand island, Fraser Island, which is the ‘whale watching’ capital of
Australia.
If you get the feeling that Queensland is BIG then you’re right! Moving inland
you can find Queensland’s ‘Outback’, which is 3.5 times the size of the United
Kingdom. Here, 96% of the world’s best quality opals are mined. Other mining
areas include Mt Isa, one of the largest mining areas in the world for copper
and zinc. It seems as if there is
no night as enormous trucks
continually weave4 their way
through 1000 kilometres of
luminous5 tunnels, looking
rather like a scene from the film
Mad Max.
The Outback is also ‘dinosaur
land’ as many bones have been
found in recent times that
date back 95 million years.
Excavation6 is still in progress as
Barossa Valley vineyards, South Australia
the deposits are endless.
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5. SOUTH AUSTRALIA

‘The State of Festivals and Fine Wines’
South Australia is the only state to be settled entirely by free settlers. However, at
the beginning there were not enough people to build the city and so, ironically,
they had to import convicts1 to do the work.
Adelaide, the capital of South Australia (SA), is known all around the world for
its famous wines from the Barossa Valley. More than half of Australia’s wines are
produced in SA.
Many world class festivals are held here every year with such events as
‘The Tour Down Under’ for cycling and ‘Clipsal 500’, one of the world’s greatest
motor sports festivals with the V8 Supercars. These cars look like normal cars but
are modified to suit the motor sport application of car racing.
The largest arts festival in the Southern Hemisphere, the ‘Adelaide Fringe’, is
a great event with performances and fine arts displays from 4,000 independent
artists. Among other highlights to enjoy is a morning dip2 with the dolphins at
Glenelg Beach or you can head3 south to Kangaroo Island and visit Seal Bay to see
the Sea Lions on Eyre Peninsula.

6. WESTERN AUSTRALIA
‘Wildflower State’

Covering one third of the continent,
Western Australia (WA) is the largest and
least populated of Australia’s states (it is
bigger than Europe with only 2 million
people). The capital city, Perth, is the
most isolated city (of over 1 million
people) in the world.
The Southern part of WA is renowned
as one of the world’s most bio-diverse
floral regions with many species occurring
nowhere else in the world. After rain the
deserts and plains rupture into1 a myriad
of colours. The Southwest coastal area has
some of the tallest trees in the world, the
Karri. These are found in the Tingle Forest
where the ‘Valley of the Giants Tree Top
Walk’ is located. This amazing lightweight
bridge walkway is suspended2 40 metres
Valley of the Giants Tree Top Walk
above the forest floor and weaves through
the tree top canopy3. Tourists can walk freely along this high bridge and enjoy the
sights without disturbing the forest floor below.
The state is also renowned for its mining industry and has the largest amounts
of mineral deposits in the world and the largest open-cut gold mine4.
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Overland track in the Cradle Mountain National Park, Tasmania

7. TASMANIA

‘The Natural State’ and ‘Island of Inspiration’
Tasmania is separated from mainland Australia by a 240‑kilometre stretch of water
called Bass Strait1. This channel of water is notoriously rough and hundreds of ships
have been wrecked2 off the Tasmanian and Victorian coastlines. The stretch3 of
water is twice as wide and twice as rough as the English Channel. Many ships and
planes as well have disappeared without a trace4 giving Bass Strait the reputation of
a supernatural phenomenon5 similar to that of the Bermuda Triangle.
Tasmania is a land apart – a green island of wild, mountainous beauty. It has
a temperate climate, quality wines and cheeses, creative arts community and
a spirited history. Tasmania is home of the infamous Tasmanian Devil, black furry
animal with a large mouth and sharp teeth, the size of a small dog and only found
here. Tasmania has many national parks, wilderness areas and World Heritage Sites.
Tasmania’s capital Hobart is situated on the East side of the island.
Port Arthur is a small town only 60 km from Hobart and was formerly a convict
settlement. From 1833 to the 1850’s it was the destination for the hardest of
convicted British and Irish criminals. For punishment they used the ‘silent system’:
prisoners were hooded and made to stay silent along with doing hard physical
labour.
Port Arthur was secured naturally by shark infested waters on three sides
and a 30 metre narrow strip of land connecting it to the mainland. This strip was
patrolled by half‑starved dogs and guards who were more than eager6 for a chance
to kill someone. This prison, considered the worst in Australia, closed in 1877 and
is reputed7 to be haunted8.
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8. NORTHERN TERRITORY
‘Outback Australia’

The Northern Territory (NT) is one of the most sparsely settled environments1 on
the planet, spanning more than 1.4 million square kilometres from The Centre to
the Northerly coast of Australia. Ancient woodlands meet beaches and islands and
escarpments2 tower over lush billabongs (water ponds) in the bush.
Darwin is the tropical capital of the NT. Historically, this coastal trading centre is
known for bouncing back from disaster3. More than 60 bombing raids were conducted
by the Japanese during WWII and then on Christmas Day 1974, Darwin was hit by
Cyclone Tracy. The severe tropical cyclone destroyed 70% of the city’s houses. It is
considered the country’s worst natural disaster. However, the massive rebuilding
has transformed the once sleepy isolated town into a robust and modern city. Today,
Darwin has a relaxed outdoor lifestyle, and enjoys warm weather all year round.
Arnhem Land covers an area
of 96,917 sq km of Northeastern
NT. With a population of
about 16,000 Aboriginals
from 17 language groups, it is
Australia’s largest Aboriginal
reserve. Entry into Arnhem Land
is by permit only. The Dreaming
Cliffs can be found here, scarred
by waterfalls. These sandstone
cliffs rise dramatically to
a height of 300 metres and in
the past provided Aboriginals
with a wonderful surface for
Swimming in the Kakadu National Park
countless artworks which you
can still see today.
Kakadu National Park is Australia’s largest national park (19,804 sq km).
Within this park are monsoon forests, flood plains, paper bark swamps4, and
500 kilometres of coast, tidal flats and estuaries5. There are approximately
5000 recorded rock-art sites in Kakadu in caves and shelters that honeycomb6
the area, some of them discovered as late as the 1980’s.

Overall, this unique Great Southern Land known as Australia is a huge land
of extreme and colourful contrasts. From sophisticated cities to the remote
Outback, from the ancient to the new, Australia is truly what dreams are
made of – The Dream Down Under!
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The Sydney Harbour Bridge, opened in 1932, is the main way across the Sydney Harbour for cars,
trains and pedestrians. Together with the Sydney Opera House, it creates the famous panorama
of the city.

Facts about Australia
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Australia is about the same size as the United States (not including Alaska).
Australia is the smallest continent but the biggest island.
Australia is the only nation to cover a whole continent.
The nearest country is not New Zealand but Papua New Guinea.
Australia has more beaches than any other nation on earth.
The coldest day recorded was -23 degrees Celsius and the hottest was
+53 degrees Celsius.
The Snowy Mountains region receives more snow than Switzerland but is the
only area on the Australian continent suitable for skiing.
Australia has the largest monolith on earth – Mt Augustus in WA.
Australia has the longest fence in the world – the Dingo Fence – 5,320 km.
Australia has all five of the world’s temperature zones: tropical, subtropical,
temperate, subpolar and polar.

A brief history of white settlement
• In 1606, the first ship and crew to chart the Australian coast and meet with
Aboriginal people was the ‘Duyfken’ (Little Dove), captained by Dutchman
Willem Janszoon.
• Between 1606 and 1770, an estimated 54 European ships from different
nations made contact.
• Englishman Lieutenant1 James Cook charted2 the Australian East coast in his
ship HM Bark ‘Endeavour’ and called it New South Wales. This included the
whole East coast of Australia and New Zealand. Later it was divided up into the
states of Queensland, NSW and Victoria with New Zealand being proclaimed
as a separated country in 1840.
• In 1788, Captain Arthur Phillip arrived with the first fleet of 11 ships and
around 1,350 people to establish the first British colony in Australia. Sydney
was founded and the date of this arrival, 26th of January, is now celebrated as
Australia’s national day – ‘Australia Day’.
• From 1788 to 1823, the colony of NSW was a penal colony3 working
basically as a big prison for criminals transported from England and Ireland.
Transportation was considered a relatively humane punishment; well at
least it was better than hanging! In England you could be hanged for more
than 200 different offences, so it was a very common event. Originally
prisoners were transported to America, however. After the American War of
Independence (1775 – 1783) this was no longer possible and England looked
for a new destination for convicts. In 1786 it was decided to send them to
Botany Bay in Australia.
• After 1815 thousands of new settlers arrived in Australia every year, fleeing4
from poverty in Britain. Finally, by the 1860’s transportation of convicts to
Australia ceased5.
Since that time, Australia has developed progressively with the steady influx6 of
immigrants from European countries and later from Asia. The ties with England
gradually weakened through the 20th century and today, Australia is a free,
thriving, democratic and multicultural country.
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Glossary
Australian song
1 the Dreamtime– the creation of the
world (Aboriginal beliefs)
2 the keeper of the flame– a guard of
the fire
FOREWORD
1 sparsely populated – where small
numbers of people are spread over
a large area of land
2 sanctuary – an area where wild
animals are protected
PART ONE: HOW IT STARTED
1 indigenous – belonging to a particular
place from the beginning
2 navigators – sailors
3 the Aborigines, Aboriginals – first
inhabitants of Australia
4	disease – illness
5 remedy – a cure
6 smallpox – an infectious illness
causing scaring on the skin (neštovice)
7 ancestor spirits – the souls of ancient
people from the past
8 watering hole, water hole – a small
area of water in dry country, where wild
animals go to drink
9 to sustain – to keep, to support
PART TWO: AUSTRALIAN DREAMLAND
1 to pattern – to create structure and
design
1. Rock dream
1 was so saddened – was made very
sad
2 bloodshed – killing people during war
time
3 scarred – having permanent marks
caused by something sharp or hard
4 serpent – snake
5 in circumference – the measurement
around sth (po obvodu)
6 sacred – considered to be holy
7 track – path
8 gorge – a deep narrow valley with
steep sides
9 curled up – shaped into a circle
10	domed – round at the top
11 crimson – deep pink-red
12 mauve – light purple
13 jagged – with rough, often sharp edges
14 stark – bare, desolate
15 pinnacle – an unusual formation
looking like a pointed tower
16 limestone pillars – rocks made from
lime (a white substance used in cement)
17 shifting – moving, changing
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18 to expose – to show something that is
hidden
19 spire – a tall, pointed tower
20	drift – free movement
21 to fossilize – to turn into stone over
a long period of time
22 marbles – small balls of glass used for
children’s games
23 boulder – a big stone
24 precariously – dangerously
25 in diameter – a straight line from side
to side through the centre of a circle
(v průměru)
26 to weather – to change in colour or
form over a period of time because
of the effects of sun, wind or other
weather conditions
27 plunging relentlessly – dropping
sharply, falling endlessly
28 roaring – making a loud noise
29 to howl – to make a loud, long and
mournful sound
30 rugged – not smooth, uneven
31 stack – a pillar, a column
32 pounding – hitting continuously
33 to wear away – to erode
34 brooding – standing as if meditating
35 striking – attracting attention, eye
catching, amazing to see
2. Ocean dream
1 coral reef – a bank of coral, the top
of which can sometimes be seen just
above the sea
2 virtually – practically
3 to abound in – to have a lot of
4 breathtaking – very exciting, beautiful
or amazing
5 at close range – from a short distance
6 to surge up – to go up with great force
7 to plunge down – to go down at great
speed
8 whaling– hunting of whales
9 the prospect of – the possibility of
10 hand-fed – given food by hand
11 cute – pretty, charming, sweet
12 to waddle – to walk with short steps,
with the body moving from one side to
another
3. Animal dream
1 pouch – pocket
2 renowned for – famous for
3	duck-like bill – beak like a duck
4 hollow spur – hook-shaped spike with
an empty space inside (ostruha)
5 venom – poison
6 at mating time – when they produce
young
7 excruciating – intensely painful
8 fluffy – having a thick, soft mass of fur

9 cuddly – meant for hugging and loving
10 gum tree – eucalyptus tree, many
varieties which produce oil with
a strong smell used in medicine and
industry
11 joey – a young marsupial
12 habitat – the natural surroundings in
which an animal usually lives
13 infertility – impossibility to have a baby
14 to dwell – to live
15 hind leg – back leg
16 in excess of – more than
17 by jabbing – by pushing or hitting
sharply
18 locking forearms – linking arms
together and making it difficult to pull
apart
19 show off – a person (or animal) that
behaves in a way which is intended
to attract attention (and which other
people sometimes find annoying)
20 bare – without bark (the hard outer
covering of a tree)
21 timid – shy
22 chainsaw – metal, motor powered
instrument for cutting wood
23 mating courtship process – trying
to attract a possible partner for having
children
24 carnivore – an animal that eats meat
25 infested waters – the waters where
crocodiles are in large numbers
Amazing Aussie animal facts
1 emu – Australia’s largest ostrich-like
bird
2	deadly – capable of causing death
3 to deposit – to put or leave something
in a particular place  
4 log – a thick piece of wood
5 yield – the amount produced
4. Forest dream
1 patch – a small area
2 thick tangled – densely woven
together
3 clearing – an area that has been
cleared of trees
4 stock grazing – a place where cattle
can eat grass
5 millennium (pl. millennia) – a period
of 1000 years
5. Desert dream
1 barren – unable to produce crops
2 sporadic – not regular or continuous
3 frantically – urgently, very quickly
4 shrub – a large plant with a rounded
shape formed from many small
branches
5 stunning – very beautiful

6 awesome – most amazing,
unbelievably fantastic
7 over-lit – highly illuminated, too bright
PART THREE: AUSTRALIAN
LIFESTYLE
1. Laid-back and loving it!
1 laid-back – relaxed, unrushed,
easy‑going
2 to flourish – to prosper
3 to soak up the sun – to absorb the
warmth of the sun
4 merchandise – goods for sale
2. Beach culture
1 screeching gulls – sea birds with
black and white feathers making lots of
loud high noise
2 boot – a place in the car where you
put luggage
3 to shove – to push
4 cramped – limited in space
5 iridescent – very bright
6 tan – brown colour on your body
caused by the sun
7 smothering me with sun cream
– spreading a lot of cream on me
8 sunstroke – illness caused by too
much sun
9 freaky – strange
10 to skim – to move quickly on the surface
11 exhilarating – very excited and full of
energy
12 to patrol – to guard
13 prior to – before
14 coined – called
15 thrill seeker – a person constantly
looking for excitement
16 unleash the speed demon with
some serious airtime – let out your
desire for speed and enjoy some
actual time flying through the air
17 hot lap – extra fast circuit
18 hang on tight – hold on firmly
19 sideway slides – slipping to one side
without control
20 spin – turning quickly and continuously
for a period of time
PART FOUR: STATES AND
TERRITORIES OF AUSTRALIA
1. The Australian Capital
Territory
1 recognize its past treatment of
the Indigenous population – admit
its faults in behaviour towards the
Aboriginals
2. New South Wales
1 affectionately known – called by
a special sentimental name

2 coat hanger – device for hanging
clothes
3 snowfall – the amount of snow that
falls in a region in a period of time
4 outback – Australian countryside far
away from cities
5 winery – a place where wine is made
3. Victoria
1 abseiling – going down a cliff or a rock
by sliding down a rope
2 towering – very high and impressive
3 the gold rush – situation where a lot
of people move very quickly to a place
when they hear that gold has been found
there
4. Queensland
1	Gondwana – name of the great
southern land mass that Australia was
joined to 135 million years ago
2 lush – very green
3 endangered – in danger of dying out
4 to weave – to make a path by moving
and changing direction, especially to
avoid hitting things
5 luminous – shining in the dark
6 excavation – an area of land which
is dug and examined by archeologists
looking for ancient objects
5. South Australia
1 convicts – people who have been
found guilty of a crime and sent to
prison
2	dip – a quick swim
3 to head – to go in the direction of
6. Western Australia
1 to rupture into – to burst into
2 to suspend – to hang
3 tree top canopy – the branches that
spread out at the top of a group of
trees forming a type of roof
4 open-cut gold mine – describes
a place where minerals, especially
coal, are taken from the surface of the
ground rather than from passages dug
underground
7. Tasmania
1 strait – a narrow area of sea which
connects two larger areas of seas
2 wrecked – destroyed
3 stretch – a continuous area of land or
water
4 trace – a sign that something
happened or existed
5 phenomenon (pl. phenomena) – sth
unusual that exists and can be seen
6 eager – very enthusiastic

7 is reputed – is believed
8 haunted – regularly visited by ghosts
8. Northern Territory
1 the most sparsely settled
environments – areas where people
live in small numbers
2 escarpment – a steep slope that
separates an area of high ground from
an area of lower ground
3 bouncing back from disaster
– recovering from a catastrophe
4 paper bark swamps – wet areas with
trees with soft paper‑like bark
5 estuary – the wide part of the river
where it goes into the sea
6 to honeycomb – to cover
A BRIEF HISTORY
1 lieutenant – an officer of middle rank
in the armed forces
2 to chart – to make a map of an area
3 penal colony – a type of prison, which
is often in a place far away from other
people
4 to flee – to run away
5 to cease – to stop
6 influx – the arrival of a large number
of people at the same time

Australian animals and plants
in Czech
mollusk (p. 11) – měkkýš
marsupial (p. 13) – vačnatec
Platypus (p. 13) – ptakopysk
shrimps (p. 13) – krevety
Sulphur Crested Cockatoo (p. 14) 
– kakadu žlutočečelatý
Lyrebird (p. 15) – lyrochvost
reptile (p. 15) – plaz
Box Jellyfish (p. 15) – čtyřhranka
smrtelná (prudce jedovatá medúza)
Stonefish (p. 15) – odranec (jedovatá
ryba)
Sydney Funnel-web Spider (p. 15) 
– sklípkanec jedovatý
Fierce Snake or Inland Taipan (p. 15) 
– taipan menší (nejjedovatější had
světa)
acacia (p. 16) – akát
Tasmanian Huon Pine (p. 16) 
– starobylý jehličnan (nemá český
název)
Southern Cassuary Bird (p. 24) 
– kasuár přílbový
Sea Lion (p. 25) – lvoun (druh lachtana)
Tasmanian Devil(p. 26) – ďábel
medvědovitý
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